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The lemonadeprinciple:

Leverage surprise

s wewill see in the story of
ICEHOTEL(nextchapter),

contingencies can mark

important turning points for a

venture, In the case of ICEHOTEL,
rain onice sculptures was an

unpleasantsurprise. It wasn’t what

was meantto happen.But the
ICEHOTELstoryillustrates that
contingencies—even negative

ones—canbeleveragedin positive

ways.Insteadoffighting the rain,
Yngve Bergqvist did something a

little less obvious: in his words, he
“invented a newfeeling.” Rather

thantrying to preserve something
against the forces of nature, he

leveragedthe natural process,letting
the sculptures be destroyed and
making something new intheir

place.

This response epitomizes the

lemonadeprinciple, namedforthe

bromide, “Whenlife gives you
lemons, make lemonade.”It’s the
idea that in entrepreneurship,as
well as in other areasoflife, you can
often do well by acknowledging and

appropriating the accidental events,

meetings, and information that the

environmentserves up. Traditional
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‘Perhaps oneofthe best-knownstoriessj a new ventureSeOne)
contingencyis Silly Putty. The substance wasactually the result of a failed

| experiment to create synthetic rubber during World WarII in General:
Electric's New Haven laboratory. General Electric bounced the idea
aroundforyearsin search ofa practical use, but it wasn’t until 1949 that

eter Hodgson, an unemployed advertising agent, encountered the
compoundaspart of the entertainmentat a party. Finding the stretchy
“material was an accident, but Hodgson did what he could with that

“contingent event. Unemployed and US$12,000 in debt, he saw potential
| opportunity and borrowed US$147 to produce a batch of the stuff. He

‘renamedit Silly Putty and usedhis public relationsskills to get it featured in Doubleday bookstores, Neiman-
"Marcus, and The New Yorker magazine. Toaamazement, sales took off, and Peter Hodgson laughed

Photo provided courtesy of CrayolaLLC,A with permission. ©2010 Stayola. aARCis a registered
markofues Ke
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modelssuggest the entrepreneurs

should envision where they wantto
go, set goals, and dofairly extensive

planning to reach thembefore
venturing into a new business.

However, while these activities offer
somebenefits, it is easy to overlook

the costs. Rigid plans tend to frame

surprises as problems, and so you

try to overcome them,as you would

any obstacle. But in the meantime,

youare missing out on the upside
opportunity that surprises—even

negative ones—can represent.

Instead of looking at the unexpected
as a problem,it can be lookedatas a

new building block—a resource—for
a youngenterprise.

Someof the materials the venture
will be constructed from will
become knownto the entrepreneur

only after the venturegets started.
Using these new building blocks,

expert entrepreneursexercise
control over the unexpected by
considering how they might provide

a foundation for a newopportunity.

In many ways, the lemonade

principle lies at the heart of

entrepreneurial expertise. It says that

the unexpected is not a cost but a

resourcethat, in the right hands, may
become something valuable.

Surprises may be few or many, come
early or take their time and be good

or bad. But whateverformtheytake,
wheneverthey come along, and
howeverfrequently they occur, they
canbeusedas inputs into new

ventures. Entrepreneurs can’t predict
surprises, and they can’t design them,
but they cantry to exploit them by

building their venture to use them.

 

  

 



 

UNDERSTANDING
DIFFERENT KINDS OF
CONTINGENCIES

In general, a contingency can be
thought of as something that is a
mere possibility, something that
may or may not happen.

Contingencies are, therefore,

unnecessary; they are nota logical

requirement.Instead, they fall into
the realm of pure chance, something
that happens withouta specific
knowncause.

But these chance events come in
many shapes and sizes,so it is
helpful to have a rudimentary way of

Practically Speaking

$10 SURPRISE

Sometimes contingent events comein unfortunate form. In the case

of Steve Mariotti, a mugging at the handsof six teenagers was the

chance event. In September 1981, Mariotti was walking on the Lower

East Side of Manhattan when a group of youths surrounded him,

slapped him, knockedhim to the ground, and threatened to throw

him into the East River. Their target: a US$10 bill he wascarrying.

Traumatized by the event but determined to make something positive

out of it, Mariotti decided to become a highschool teacher in a New

York City neighborhoodin an effort to do whathe could to improve
the lives of young peoplein the innercities. His experiences teaching

high schoolers about making money led him to see the potential in

entrepreneurship as a tool for changing people's lives, and he went

on to found NFTE (the Network for Teaching Entrepreneurship), which

is dedicated to educating kids about the possibilities for using

entrepreneurship to better themselves.

 

categorizing them. Forinstance,
thoughthe stories just told areall

instancesofcontingency,in fact they

are examplesofthree verydifferent

kinds.

Unexpected people

Onecategory of contingencyis
accidental interactions with other
people. Either you might meeta

particular person by pure chance, or

the content of yourinteraction with

someoneis unexpected and perhaps

feels a bit random. Both kinds of
contingency are at workin the
encounter between Simplot and

Sokol: The two met completely by
accident, and they struck up an
unanticipated conversation about

onion powderandflakes, Research

in entrepreneurship suggests that

meetingslike the one between
Simplot and Sokolare far more

likely than you mightthink.

Unexpected events

Historianstalk frequently about

unexpected events—so muchso that
there is a new genre of
counterfactual history, which asks
what might have been if such-and-
such hadn’t happened.Classic

examplesofthe importantrole
accorded to contingentevents
can be foundin military history.
Rain onthebattlefield bogged
down Napoleon’s troopsat
Waterloo,allowing Wellington
to carry the day. And a savage

stormscattered the Spanish
Armada, saving Elizabethan
England from invasion.

 



Practically Speaking

RAILROAD SURPRISE

Like manyof the stories we recount in

this book, Railtex leans toward the
mundane—after all, short-haul
railroading is not exactly the newest or

mostexciting business venture one

couldget into. The Railtex story starts in

1977, whenBruce Flohr put US$50,000

of his own money together with
US$50,000 from investors to launch a
railcar-leasingfirm in San Antonio, Texas. Railcar leasing turned out not to be a particularly great idea: five

years later, the business wasstill not profitable and wasstruggling to stay afloat. The situation forced Flohr and
his teamto start doing consultancy work with small railroads as a wayof pulling in some extra cash. The
consulting work proved to be a stroke of luck: what they accidentally discovered was that small railroads were
badly in need of competent management and marketing. This contingency provedto be a turning point forthe

firm. Insteadof consulting for small railroads, Flohr started buying them, improving their operations, and

growing them by marketing freight services to local businesses. Starting with San Diego & Imperial Valley

Railroad, the firm went onto pick up dozens of short-haul lines, going public in 1993 and growing into the
largest short-haul railroad operatorin the US.

  
   



 

THE LEMONADEPRINCIPLE

 

POSITIVE OR NEGATIVE, SURPRISE IS ARESOURCE

 

 

 

 

youths personalfears

Company Contingency Changed means New things to do Novel outcomes

Unexpected Event

Zopa 2009 financial crisis Lock of credit markets Expand person-to-person Growth in new areas
(P2P) lending

NFTE Muggedbyinnercity Personalfear Take steps to overcome Becomea high school
teacherin a tough inner
city neighbourhood
 

Unexpected Information
 

 

 

 

 

 

   scooters unexpected area   
Silly Putty Failed developmentof Pliable putty Create a toy A product that has lasted

synthetic rubber 60 years

Contour Limited demandfor rear- Use of camera for Sports camera A larger market for the
view motorcycle cameras "selfies” video camera

Railtex Losing money in short- Information about why Consulting A new business model
haul rail short-haul rail fails for short-haul rail

Staples Unableto easily obtain Knowledgeof non- Sell office products to DevelopmentofStaples
office supplies availability of products small businesses retail chain

for small businesses

Unexpected People

Simplot Accidental meeting Knowing someone witha Produce powdered Opportunity in dried
specific need onions using existing fruits and vegetables

equipment

Honda Sears wants small Honda Demandin an Sell scooters Entry into the US market

  
Steve Mariotti’s muggingis a good

exampleof a bad contingent eventat
the personallevel, while Zopa is an
exampleat the level of the economy.

Either way, the entrepreneur has

turned the event into something

novel and valuable.

Unexpected information

A third type of contingencyis the
unexpected arrival of new
information. One exampleofthisis
informationthat changes your
expectations aboutthe “market,” as

wesee in the Honda example. New

information might arrive in many
different ways:in the Staples story,
ThomasStemberg’s inability to find

printer ribbon wasa critical bit of

informationabout the potential for

an office supply chain in the US.

 



EFFECTUATION IN ACTION

 

In the table above, we organize the
eightstories in this chapter
according to what was unexpected.

Whenyousee them together, you

mayfind that someofthe surprises
are positive and someare negative.

Whensurprisesinitially look
positive, people often refer to them
as “serendipitous” events—good
things that happenedby accident.
If at first glance they appear

negative, peopleoftenrefer to

them as examples of “Murphy’s

Law,”the notionthat anything
that can go wrong will go wrong.
In the nextsection, we describe
how youmight think about
leveraging contingencies

regardless of whetherthey
appearpositive or negative.

LEVERAGING
CONTINGENCY:
THE PROCESS

In the examples, we have considered

so far,it’s importantto realize that

the contingencies themselves did not

automatically shape the direction of
the venture. Instead, the
entrepreneurshadto leverage

them—they hadto behave in a
certain wayin responseto the

contingency. Indeed,entrepreneurs
are adeptat seizing surprises in an

instrumentalfashion andfiguring
out waysto imaginatively utilize

them to create new possibilities in
the world.

There are several generic waysto

think abouthowto handle
contingencies. Consider two

commonways and then a third,
entrepreneurial, way:

Anadaptive responseinvolves

changingyourself tofit the
contingency. For example,

ThomasStemberg could have
taken the non-availability of
printer ribbon to be a constraint

that he would just have to cope

with andresign himself to
printing his business plan the

following weekend.
A heroic responseinvolves

changingthe world into state
that you prefer. Stemberg might
have treated the non-availability

of printer ribbon as an obstacle

to overcome and—determined
to print his business plan—he
mighthave gone on anall-out
campaignto find printer ribbon,

spending the wholeofthe July 4
weekend combingevery store
within a 50-mile radius of his
homeuntil he found one that
carried the printerribbon he

desired.
Anentrepreneurial response
involves a different approach—

using contingencies as

resources, as inputs into your

entrepreneurial endeavors.
Instead of adapting to or
overcomingthe contingencies

the world throwsat you, yousee

contingencies as assets with

which you may beable to do
something creative. Whereasthe
adaptive responseinvolves
thinking “inside the box,” and
the heroic response involves

thinking “outside the box,” the
entrepreneurial responseis
somewhat more subtle—it
involvesrealizing that the
“box” has changed and
then doing something

creative with this new box.

Here, the colloquial “box”is

seen as an inputto the venture.

Sometimes contingencies will be

obviously good things; in thosecases,

the entrepreneur’s job is to jump on

themandtry to milk them forall
they’re worth. But the most
challenging contingencies are those

that come in unfortunate or negative
forms—suchas the muggingof Steve

Mariotti in New YorkCity. As that
example shows,it is almost always

possible to leverage a contingency
in somekindofpositive way—ifyou
are creative enough. As we've noted,

the critical point about contingencies

is what entrepreneurs do with them.

The diagramentitled "The
Contingency Path to Novel
Outcomes”sketches out the process

ofleveraging contingencies.

Thefirst step in the processis the
contingencyitself, which, as we’ve

discussed, generally takes the form

of an unexpected meeting, an

unexpectedevent, or unexpected

information.

The secondstepis seeing that a

contingencyusually changes the
entrepreneur’s means (who I am,
whatI know and whoI know),the

immediately available resources with
which the entrepreneur begins
building a venture.

Meeting someone new changes “who
youknow,” while new information
and contingentevents change “what
you know”and perhaps “who you

are.”In fact, every one ofus can be

thoughtofas partly constituted by a

longlist of contingencies that—in the

 
 



SCOOTER SURPRISE ee |
When Hondaentered the US motorcycle marketin the 1960s, the company thoughtit would bein the busine

| of selling big motorcycles. In the meantime,its sales team rode mopeds to get around Los Angeles. It was an
nexpectedcall one day from a Sears representative who had seen one of the mopedsin traffic that informed

i uently leveraged that contingency into a

long run—help form ourpersonality,

knowledge, and personal networks.
Think about your ownlife and all the
events, people, and information that
have shaped you. Contingencies play

a significant role in forming most
individuals” means. Therefore, when
contingencies occur, entrepreneurs

should consider how theyalter their

means,asa first step toward thinking

through how they could be leveraged.

The third step in the processis
formingpossible actions in response
to the contingency. The general
approach to leveraging
contingencies that we outline here
fits with someof the most important
findings from research on creative
problemsolving. This research

showsthat, in general, there are two

keys to being morecreative when

solvingproblems.
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Thefirst is to consider a lot of
solutions. In general, the more

potential solutions you considerfor

a given problem, the more likely you
are to find one that’s creative. For
entrepreneurs, this means imagining

lots ofdifferent things you might be
able to do in response to an
unexpected meeting, event or piece

ofinformation.

 

 



 

UNEXPECTED RESPONSES THAT CHANGED
THE WORLD

In the course of this chapter, we have emphasized that the
real source of value in contingencies is the novelty of
entrepreneurs’ responses to them. The same principles that

apply to entrepreneurial venturesalso apply to creating
value in society as a whole. A powerful exampleofthis
maybe foundin the story of Indian nationalist Mahatma
Gandhi. Whilestill in his 20s, Gandhi travelled to South
Africa, seeking work as a lawyer. There, to his surprise, he
experienced the full range of discrimination directed at
Indians in South Africa. In a series of contingent events,

triggered by his race, he was thrownoff trains and
stagecoaches, and beaten andbarred from hotels. These
experiences of racism deeply influenced Gandhiand,
though he apparently never intended it when he wentto
South Africa, they led him to begin working as a social
activist there. When the Transvaal government began
forcing the registration of Indians in 1906, Gandhi
concocted a novel response to the demand:instead of

advocating violentresistance, he turned the approach on

its head and began promoting the method of nonviolent

protest for which he subsequently became famous. He

urged Indians to burn their registration cards or refuse to
register, actions that expressed the deeper novelty in
Gandhi's approach, whichinvolved defying the law and
suffering the consequencesfor doing so. Public outcry over
the harsh responseof the South African government to
peaceful Indian protests eventually forced the authorities
to compromise. It was an important symbolic victory for

Gandhi and his supporters and proof that unexpected
responses can change the world.

 

CHANGE YOUR MEANS

What you Whoyou Who you
know know are

GIVES YOU NEW
MEANSTO LEVERAGE

“Now what can I do with my revised means?”

 

Very often, there are immediate,

obvious, spontaneous responses,
suchas partnering with someone
you just met(as in the case of
Simplot and Sokol). In other

situations, there is no obvious thing

to do, andso the entrepreneur may

take sometime to imagine various
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coursesof action. For example,Steve

Mariotti didn’t have to make an

instantaneousdecision to become a

high school teacher—thatalternative

emerged fromhis needto face his

fears about being mugged.

The secondkey for improving
creative problem solvingis to
change the way the problem is
framed. Entrepreneursgenerally

do this by inverting the way a

contingency presentsitself: instead

of looking at it as a problem, they

turn it on its head and lookatit as a
(badly disguised) opportunity. For

example, Bruce Flohr applied what

he learned fromthe difficulty in his

short-haulrail business to other

similar businesses, and created an

opportunity from thatrealization.

Thefinal step in the contingency

leveraging processis the novel
outcomethat may be generated. We
say “may” because,as with all
creative processes, there is no

guarantee that a novel, value-

creating outcomeis going to be

forthcoming—it's just a possibility
that may occur. Contingency

leveraging is about seizing the

uniquepossibilities that may arise

from the interaction between the

entrepreneur—with his or her

uniqueattributes, prior experience,

networks, personality traits, etc.—

anda particular contingency.

These interactions tend to be
unpredictable because different

people will interact differently

with different contingencies.
Think aboutit: something
unexpected happensto you,

and then you concoct an

unexpected response. There
is a double novelty in such

interactions, which is precisely
why they sometimesresult in
creative momentsinthe history

of entrepreneurial ventures.

 
 



 
 

THE LEMONADEPRINCIPLE

Practically Speaking

TWISTS AND TURNS

If you've ever had a motorcycle helmet on, you knowthatit’s hard
to see, particularly behind you. Too bad, becauseseeingis useful
whenyouride a bike on the motorway among cars,trucks, and

buses at high speed. So Marc Barros did what any normalcollege
student in Seattle, Washington, would have done: he took his

student loan money and formed a company with some classmates

to put little technology to work. They attached a video camera

to the back of a bike, and connected it to a small LCD display that

riders could attach to their motorcycle gas tank. Perfect rear view
mirror—perfect product.

Wrong turn

Unfortunately,it didn't turn out to be the perfect business. While someserious interest among motorcycle
retailers was encouraging, sales were generally slow.Interestingly, though, Barros started seeing his customers
watching their rear view LCD screens while doing something he didn't expect. They weren't using the video
camera for safety, they were using it for fun—recording their friends do wheelies or competing to pull off

perfect knee-dragging fast turns.

Lane change

Barros and his partners had a chanceto take advantageofthis surprise. But rethinking the product from the

perspective of entertaining videos, as opposed to safety, meant numerous changes. The camera needed to be

“hands-free” to operate on a motorcycle, but also wearable on the body, or other equipment, and it had to be

simple to share the edited video online. With a local design firm, the team reinventedits product.

Building speed

With the VholdR camera, demand accelerated so quickly that the company had to stop allowing pre-orders so
their small team could catch up on production. The launch at the 2008 ConsumerElectronics Show led to their

first CES Innovation Award, orders from around the world, and a litany of new ways their customers used the

camera: they strapped it to a harness to capture their rock climbing ascent, taped it to a football uniform to see
gamesas the players see it, mountedit on goggles to ski an epic powderday.

Entrepreneurial view

Barros gives us a general and a specific view, from behind the camera, of a smart entrepreneur. Generally, he

shows us that new products, firms, and even markets are often not a function ofvision, but instead a co-created

result of working with customers. Specifically, he shows the potential for taking advantage of surprise, growing

Contourfrom a dorm room production in 2003 to a boomingcreative consumer product company,by doing

something completely different from whatheoriginally intended, as a result of surprise.  



 

Practically Speaking (continued)

Next journey

But the story doesn't end there, Barros andhis teamcontinuedto innovate, delivering their first 1080px camera,

their first HD camera, and their first combination of HD and GPS,all from their insight into their customers’

desire to simply show their friends what they do. Will their insight prove correct? Maybe, but the real question is

whether Barros andhis team will continue to act entrepreneurially—creating new products interactively with

users andtaking advantage of surprise—or whethertheir success will encourage themto begin trying to force
their vision into the market. We'll only know when weget a chanceto lookin the rear view video camera.

MAKING SURPRISES WORK
FOR YOU

It may sound paradoxical, but you

can preparefor the unexpected.

Indeed,there are several things you

can do to improvethe oddsyouwill

experience contingencies that can be

leveraged in positive ways. These are

activities or waysofthinking that
experienced entrepreneurs seem to
haveinternalized and often do more

orless automatically.

Social networking

Newinformationoften arrives

through people you know.

Therefore, there is an important

linkage between social network
activity and position andaccess to

newinformation. To the extent that

experienced entrepreneurs have
richer social networks,their network

connections may expose them to
information flows that make them
morelikely to encounter
contingencies. This suggests

entrepreneurs maybe able to engage

in social networking behaviorsthat

makeit morelikely contingencies

happento them. Sony’s “wandering
chairman”brings this to a personal

level. It was his wandering between

different developmentteamsthat

connected the two disparate projects

that ultimately created the speaker
system for the Walkman.So as an
entrepreneur, you may be able to

increase your exposure to
contingencies by deliberately

engaging in networking behaviors.

Opennessto experiences

Access to contingencies mayalso be
related to certain personalitytraits.

These mayplaya role in

receptiveness to contingencies and,

therefore, the likelihood of
leveraging them.Studies of
entrepreneurial psychology have

foundthat in general entrepreneurs

score higher on the measure of
“opennessto experience” than

comparable managers. Opennessto
experienceis definedasintellectual
curiosity and the tendencyto seek
newexperiences. Individuals who

exhibit those qualities may be more
receptive to, and welcoming of,
contingent events and information

 

and thus morelikely to view them as

opportunities for action. In a sense,

these individuals display a taste for

surprises. Therefore, another way to

increase your exposureto
contingenciesis to deliberately
cultivate a taste for new things.

Opportunity framing

Someresearch suggests that

entrepreneurs are morelikely to see

the world in termsof the
opportunities it presents rather than
the attendantthreat of changes. This
tendencyis the opposite ofwhat we
generally find amongcorporate
managers, who are overwhelmingly
morelikely to see threats rather than
opportunities in any given scenario.

Thesedifferent responsesare

probably related to the way

entrepreneurs frame situations and,

therefore, what informationthey

tend to see as important. It’s unclear
whatdrives people to frame things
differently, but one explanation may
be that people differ in how they
perceive the world and their place in
it. If you view the world as

particularly difficult to shape, you

  

 

 
 



are morelikely to respond to

contingencies by seeing them as a
threat and trying to adapt yourself to

them. Alternatively, if you view the

world as open to transformation,

youmight see contingency as some

kind of cue to shapethe future.

TAKEAWAY: HAVE
CONFIDENCE IN YOUR OWN
ABILITY TO MAKE A
DIFFERENCE

 

Manyentrepreneurs have “survival”

stories thatillustrate how even
unfortunate contingencies are not
only survivable in the short run but
the genesis of new business

 

opportunities and can be the source

of long-term success. Thus,

entrepreneurs whohavesuccessfully
leveraged contingenciesin the past

justifiably have more confidencein a
their own agency and,therefore,

mayhaveless anxiety abouttheir
ability to face the unexpectedin the

future. The implication hereis that
another way to increase your
exposure to contingenciesis to

cultivate yourself-efficacy,
recognizing and having confidence

in your ownagencyin the world—
yourability to make a difference al
(however small that difference |

mightbe).

     

 

Find ways t

og

Think It Through

How can youtell if what

you're seeing is just

“noise” or is an actual

signal of something you

hadn't anticipated?

If you pursueall

surprises things may be

a mess; how can you
choose whento stay the

course or deviate?

EH How doesaffordable

loss reinforce leveraging

surprise?

| What makes a given

surprise seem negative

rather than positive?

Are these things

inherent to the surprise?


